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Abstract

As improved recording technologies have created new opportunites for neurophysiological
investigation, emphasis has shifted from individual neurons to multiple populations that form
circuits, and it has become important to provide evidence of cross-population coordinated
activity. We review various methods for doing so, placing them in six major categories while
avoiding technical descriptions and instead focusing on high-level motivations and concerns.
Our aim is to indicate what the methods can achieve and the circumstances under which they
are likely to succeed. Toward this end we include discussion of four cross-cutting issues:
definition of neural populations; trial-to-trial variability and Poisson-like noise; time-varying
dynamics; and causality.
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1 Introduction

Neural circuits are described in terms of anatomical areas and sub-areas, including, when rele-
vant, consideration of cortical structure within and across areas (Bassett et al., 2010; Glasser et al.,
2016; Goulas et al., 2018; Harris & Shepherd, 2015; Markram et al., 2015; Potjans & Diesmann,
2014). Although early investigations tended to focus on the function of neurons within a particular
area or sub-area, multi-electrode data recordings have opened up new possibilities for scientific
investigation (Jun et al., 2017; Raducanu et al., 2017; Rios et al., 2016; Steinmetz et al., 2021;
Steinmetz et al., 2018), and emphasis has shifted from individual neurons to populations (Jiang et
al., 2020; Kohn et al., 2016; Ni et al., 2018; Saxena & Cunningham, 2019). Thus, brain physiology
is widely conceptualized in terms of interacting neural populations, and it has become important
to be able to provide statistical evidence of cross-population neural activity. Here we review meth-
ods for identifying interactions across two or more populations, which are typically populations
residing in distinct areas or sub-areas. We concentrate on spike trains and local field potentials
(LFPs), which represent local bulk population activity (Buzsáki et al., 2012; Einevoll et al., 2013;
Luo, 2020, p. 588), but many of the techniques are used (or could be used) in optical imaging or
neuroimaging. Throughout, we discuss stereotypical, repeated-trial experiments, though the meth-
ods may also apply to peri-event time intervals in experiments involving freely-behaving animals
(Datta et al., 2019; Juavinett et al., 2019; Pereira et al., 2020).

Several useful overviews have appeared already, each with its own focus (Kang & Druckmann,
2020; Keeley et al., 2020; Kohn et al., 2020; Semedo et al., 2020). Such articles serve differently
the diverse audiences in neurophysiology, as authors strike some balance of emphasis between
conceptual underpinnings and technical description. We have chosen to organize this article around
a small number of analytical frameworks that are useful in examining the rich data sources now
available, but while we classify methods for identifying cross-population interactions, our main
purpose is to highlight the relevance of several fundamental statistical issues. Every method we
mention assumes that neural populations are part of a circuit that accomplishes something; yet
each time a circuit does so, measured values are different. These two aspects of experimental
reality are often described in terms of “signal” and “noise,” with circuit accomplishment being
portrayed evocatively using concepts such as “coding” and “information” (historical remarks may
be found in Kass et al., 2018, Section 1). As a consequence of physiological variation, conclusions
are based on some definition of consistency in the patterns of neural activity across repetitions,
which requires both a notion that the patterns are relevant (e.g., to the flow of information) and a
demonstration that the consistency passes a statistical standard for evidence. Our discussion aims
to guide thinking about the linked criteria of physiological relevance and statistical standards.

The many ways that noisy data can provide evidence about the function of neural circuits is likely
to be of interest to readers with a wide range of backgrounds; this includes a range of comfort
with mathematically technical material. Although targeting an audience with a specific assumed
level of familiarity with mathematical and statistical concepts would make exposition much easier,
we believe our overview can be of use to diverse readers. By emphasizing high-level motivations
and concerns, we hope to indicate what the methods can achieve, and the circumstances under
which they are likely to succeed, so that experimental investigators can identify scientific questions
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where these tools can be used to advantage. To maintain wide accessibility we have chosen not
to use mathematical equations. Without equations and more extensive explanations of procedures,
those having technical backgrounds may find our very brief summaries inadequate, but rigoruous
definitions can be retrieved quickly from cited references and other sources.

As an example, some of our own recent research began with the assumption, made by numerous
studies, that behaviorally-relevant information is transmitted across parts of the brain through tran-
sient bursts of activity in neural populations. If population bursts are indeed important, their timing
should reveal coordinated activity: on a trial-by-trial basis, the time of a burst in one population
should be related to the time of a corresponding burst in a downstream population. Chen et al.
(2022) computed, across multiple simultaneously-recorded populations, on a trial-by-trial basis,
the times at which the population maximal firing rates occurred and found these trial-varying time
values to be sensitive indicators of interaction, as shown in Figure 1. Although we will say more
about this work in Section 3.6, we will not describe it in detail. Our aim, instead, is to direct read-
ers to the underlying presumption that population bursts represent propagation of information; the
methods’s suitability for describing timing with millisecond precision; its use of a broadly appli-
cable statistical framework involving latent variables; and three key components of the approach
that apparently drive its ability to find strong representations of interaction.

We emphasize these sorts of considerations by sandwiching our list of methodological approaches,
in Section 3, between general statistical discussions in Sections 2 and 4. In Section 2 we present
brief preliminary comments about statistical models and their parameters, including latent vari-
ables, which appear in many models of cross-population coupling to represent idealized, shared
“drivers” of activity (illustrated in Figure 5). In Section 3, we categorize data analytic methods
used to describe interacting populations according to six major frameworks. In summarizing them
we aim to capture the main ideas behind their use so that their purpose in this context can be
grasped, in rough terms, by non-experts. The first four general frameworks are linear multivariate
analysis; graphical models; autoregressive models, especially for Granger causality; and latent dy-
namic models. Our last two general categories of methods are more-specialized approaches based
on frequency analysis and point processes, the former being applied mainly to LFPs (and similar
continuously varying quantitities measured repeatedly across time) and the latter being suitable for
modeling spike trains. In Section 4 we highlight a series of important issues that every investigator
should consider, starting with the definition of a neural population, which involves neural diversity,
combined with haphazard neural sampling, and the redundancy of neural signals. There are also
statistical difficulties associated with large numbers of signals. We then discuss trial-to-trial vari-
ability, where Poisson-like variation can easily obscure interesting relationships, while statistical
techniques can uncover them (as Figures 1B,C and 2 illustrate). A ubiquitous concern is time-
varying dynamics, which can invalidate many common methods in principle, suggesting care in
practice. We end our call to attention with remarks on causality, and share a few closing thoughts
in Section 5.
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Figure 1: Cross-area coupling of population peak firing rate timing. A Smoothed population
PSTHs in response to full-field drifting gratings for mouse visual areas V1 and LM. The two
population PSTHs have similar features: the first peak (Peak-1) appears early, soon after stimulus
onset while the second peak (Peak-2) appears much later. B Plot of the time of Peak-2 in V1
against the time of Peak-2 in LM based on smoothing the two PSTHs on a trial-by-trial basis
(näive method). Each data point represents the pair of peak times on a particular trial. There is no
visible relationship (and no statistically significant correlation). C Results plotted as in B except
now based on the model of Chen et al. (2022). In this plot the correlation is strong (.87 ± .05;
95% confidence interval), with Peak-2 in LM tending to occur later than Peak-2 in V1. In analysis
not shown here Chen et al. found the time lag from V1 to LM to be, on average, 9.6 milliseconds
with standard deviation across trials less than 2 ms; this small variation in lag time contrasts with
the large trial-to-trial variation in Peak-2 timing for both visual areas, seen in the plot; standard
deviations across trials were roughly 30 ms. D Schematic of the statistical model, discussed in
Section 3.6. E Spike count correlation histogram when one neuron is in V1 and the other neuron
is in LM, which is mildly skewed toward positive correlations. The model prediction (dark line)
fits the histogram well, even though the only sources of correlation in the model are the trial-
by-trial shifts in timing of the population peaks and trial-by-trial changes in overall firing rate of
each population; the model effectively assumed the neurons were otherwise independent. Figure
modified from Chen et al. (2022).
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Figure 2: Attenuation of correlation. Green dots show data sampled from a distribution for
which there is relatively high correlation between two variables (confer Figure 1C). Red dots are
generated by adding noise to each of the variables represented by green dots (conceptualized as
similar to Figure 1B, but less extreme). Grey lines show the mapping from the original green dot
to the corresponding red dot, once noise has been added. The correlation between green dots is
much higher than the correlation between red dots.

2 Statistical Models

2.1 Models and parameters

It is not too hard to summarize several important teachings from the field of statistics, as in the Ten
Simple Rules of Kass et al. (2016) or the 14 page explanation of the “statistical paradigm” in Kass,
Eden, and Brown (2014, Chapter 1). Arguably the most fundamental quality of data analytic meth-
ods informed by the field of statistics is that they are defined and studied by introducing statistical
models. That is, rather than summarizing data based solely on intuition, or heuristics, according
to the statistical paradigm one begins by defining a model that uses probability distributions to
describe the regularity and variability in the data. This may be written, in schematic short-hand as

observation
combines≡ signal

with
+ noise (1)

where the way signal and noise are combined, through the statistical model, may be either simple
or complicated. Importantly, when a statistical method is derived by assuming a particular model,
it can be evaluated using a variety of other, different models. This is a reliable way to check the
robustness of a method against departures from assumptions. In the machine learning literature,
statistical models are often called “generative models” (indicating that they can generate artificial
data presumed to be similar to real data).

The probability distributions used in statistical models are specified by probability density func-
tions, which depend on theoretical quantities, known as parameters. For example, a normal (Gaus-
sian) distribution has a mean and standard deviation as parameters. When there are only a few
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parameters, a model may be relatively easy to understand but it restricts possibilities for data varia-
tion. On the other hand, when a very large number of parameters is used (in theory, even infinitely
many) models can be very flexible.

It is important to distinguish between data-based quantities and their model-based theoretical coun-
terparts. For example, a sample mean is computed from data, and its model-based counterpart
could be the parameter representing the mean of a normal distribution; the latter is often called a
population mean, but here we will use the term theoretical instead of “population” for reasons ar-
ticulated in Kass et al. (2014, Section 3.2.2), and at greater length in Kass (2011). Statistically, the
sample mean would be considered an estimate of the theoretical mean. Many neurophysiologists
become comfortable with data-based quanitites, such as a firing rate or a spike count correlation,
without considering a statistical model. This is fine until the variation in the data summary is suffi-
ciently large that it creates non-trivial uncertainty—but immediately a question arises: uncertainty
about what? The answer that has remained useful since its introduction by R.A. Fisher one hun-
dred years ago invokes a theoretical counterpart to the data summary, and it is defined in terms of
a statistical model. Evaluation of the strength of evidence, usually based on confidence intervals
or significance tests, relies on this fundamental conception. Concerns about the validity of some
statistical manipulation of the data can only be addressed by an examination of the procedure under
conditions specified by a model together with a data-informed judgment of the suitability of that
model.

2.2 Dimensionality and multivariate models

Because parameters provide numerical labels to identify specific members of a family of probabil-
ity distributions that make up a model, there is (for most standard models) a well-defined notion of
the dimension of the model: it is the number of freely ranging univariate parameters used to iden-
tify a member of the family (Kass and Vos, 1997, Theorem 2.3.1 and Section 7.3; subtleties can
arise, Hodges and Sargent, 2001). Similarly, sets of random variables that represent data have an
associated dimension. Activity across n recordings would, unless somehow constrained, typically
be assumed to vary freely in an n-dimensional space, that is, a set of values represented by a vector
with n coordinates. When a variable X1 can written in terms of two other variables X2 and X3,
the collection (X1, X2, X3) is not freely ranging in a 3-dimensional space; instead, it has 2 dimen-
sions (at most; if the three variables are multiples of each other then there is only 1 dimension of
variation). This is the source of the terminology “degrees of freedom” in statistics. That kind of
mathematical redundancy is not difficult to accommodate.

The situation becomes more subtle when statistical redundancy is considered. Statistical redun-
dancy would occur if a variable X1 (a random variable, following a probability distribution) were
highly correlated with some combination of variables X2 and X3. In this case, it is common to
introduce an empirical rule that uses some measure of correlation together with a threshold which,
when exceeded, lumps the high correlation case together with exact mathematical dependence by
deeming the collection (X1, X2, X3) again to be lower-dimensional. Similar reasoning applies
when there are n variables having variation concentrated predominantly in a space of lower di-
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mension k. Statistical redundancy arises in neural activity when the n recordings can not vary
separately in response to a stimulus or in contributing to a behavior. This is analogous to fin-
ger kinematic redundancies during reaching tasks, where hand physiology constrains the fingers
so that they can not move independently (e.g., Castellanos et al., 2015; Mason et al., 2001). As
the number of recordings increases, some degree of statistical redundancy becomes likely. In the
case of individual neurons, this is likely due to redundancy of inputs across a population com-
bined with limited sampling of stimuli or behaviors in the experiment. For LFPs there is also the
well-documented spatial correlation in neighboring recordings (Einevoll et al., 2013; Lindén et al.,
2011). Consideration of dimensionality has been used to interpret population responses (Babadi
& Sompolinsky, 2014; Cunningham & Yu, 2014; Fusi et al., 2016; Gao & Ganguli, 2015) and
cross-population communication (Duncker & Sahani, 2021; Shenoy & Kao, 2021, and references
therein).

The formal framework for analyzing the covariation among n variables begins with their vari-
ance matrix, which is defined by the n standard deviations together with the correlations of all
pairs of variables. The most common method of dimensionality reduction involves a revealing
re-expression of that matrix: the coordinates representing the n variables are rotated to define new,
uncorrelated variables; the coordinate direction corresponding to the new variable that has the
largest standard deviation represents the direction of maximal variance among linear combinations
of the original variables; the representation of data along this coordinate is called the first prin-
cipal component; and the complete decomposition using multiple components becomes Principal
Component Analysis (PCA). Factor analysis relies on similar re-expressions (it is illustrated con-
ceptually in Figure 5). It is easy to find good explanations of these methods, and basic intuitions
appear in Cunningham and Yu (2014). As we discuss in Section 4.1.2, redundancy tends to become
more pronounced when a variance matrix is estimated from data and n is large.

To highlight and clarify the distinction between pairwise and multivariate dependence, let us step
through the case of 3 variables X1, X2, X3 where it is possible to have the correlations of X3 with
each of X1 and X2 “explain” a correlation between X1 and X2 in the sense that if X3 were held
constant the correlation between X1 and X2 would disappear, that is, the partial correlation of X1

and X2 after conditioning on the value of X3 would be zero. Panel C of Figure 3 illustrates this sit-
uation, while panel D adds arrows to show what is usually called a spurious correlation between X1

and X2, due to the confounding variable X3. In the case of Gaussian (normal) random variables,
just as X1 and X2 are independent when their correlation is zero, X1 and X2 become conditionally
independent after conditioning on X3 when their partial correlation given X3 is zero (panel C).
When the variables X1, X2, X3 represent summaries of neural activity in three areas, if we were to
consider all other areas to be irrelevant, this would indicate that an observed interaction of X1 and
X2 (in the sense of correlated activity) would be due entirely to the separate interactions of X1 with
X3 and X2 with X3. More generally, Figure 3C represents the simplest non-trivial probabilistic
graphical model, where the circles representing variables are called “nodes” and the lines connect-
ing them, which indicate dependence, are called “edges.” In general, for a probabilistic graphical
model, the absence of an edge between two nodes indicates independence of the two corresponding
variables after conditioning on all the rest of the variables (Murphy, 2022, pp. 429-440, 939–940).
As reviewed in Section 3.2, graphical models can represent interesting dependence relationships
across multiple populations. They are also a starting point for network analysis.
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Figure 3: Correlative and predictive graphs. A The random variables X and Y are correlative,
in the sense of the ordinary (Pearson) correlation or some other measure of association. B The
variable X can be used to predict Y . C In general, when a pair of nodes representing two random
variables are connected by an edge (a line), the two random variables remain dependent after
conditioning on all other random variables. Here, X1 and X2 are conditionally independent given
X3. If these variables represented activity in different brain areas, and if we were to assume that
no other brain areas are relevant, then, based on these activity variables, any apparent interaction
between areas 1 and 2 would be due to the separate interactions of area 1 with area 3 and area 2
with area 3. D Variable X3 predicts each of X1 and X2, and these predictive relationships could
result in an observed “spurious” association between X1 and X2. Although pictorial diagrams
such as in panels B and D are commonly used in neurophysiology (where the variables would
be replaced by brain locations) to suggest explanatory relationships, they are infrequently based
on causal evidence (in the sense specified by statistical causal inference) and are more commonly
predictive. In general, each variable depicted in the figure could itself be a random vector rather
than a scalar random variable.

The graphical model in Figure 3 is undirected. When the edges are replaced by arrows the graph
becomes directed. Directed graphs are highly suggestive, but converting an undirected relationship
based on correlation structure to a directed relationship requires additional information. In fact, it
is not hard to create an example in which Figure 3C represents the correlation structure but, rather
than the correlation of X1 and X2 being due to X3 the relationship is reversed: the combination of
X1 and X2 produces X3, resulting in a graph as in panel D with the arrows pointing toward, rather
than away from X3. In neuroscientific applications, area-to-area arrows are generally based on
some assessment of association (correlation and its generalizations) supplemented by consideration
of timing. In most cases, however, arrows representing timing should be interpreted as predictive
rather than causal, a point mentioned in Section 3.3 and discussed in Section 4.4.

Although only under rare circumstances can causal claims be justified based on partial correlation
(and analogous assessments of association) in conjunction with timing information, they remain
useful more broadly: when the partial correlation of X1 and X2 given X3 is much smaller than the
original correlation of X1 and X2 (before conditioning on X3), the interpretation is that the sepa-
rate interactions reflected in the statistical associations of X3 with X1 and X3 with X2 contribute
substantially to the interaction reflected in the observed association of X1 with X2.
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Chen et al. (2022) analyzed data from visual area AL, in addition to V1 and LM as shown in
Figure 1. The three variables denoted here as X1, X2, X3, became summaries of activity in three
populations for Chen et al. This is one common strategy, and it often employs latent variables, dis-
cussed in Section 2.4. An alternative is to consider the predictability of each recording (spike train
or LFP) from the many recordings in the other populations. This becomes a regression approach,
but it is usually carried out using some form of generalized regression (illustrated conceptually in
Figure 4). A simpler possibility, for two populations, is to examine pairs of individual recordings,
one in each population, for many pairs. The methods we review include examples of all three
approaches.

Concerning terminology, it can be cumbersome to distinguish between scalars and vectors. Thus,
in some cases, when we speak about a variable, as in referencing a node in a graphical model
like those shown in Figure 3, the “variable” will actually be a vector. We trust this will not cause
confusion.

2.3 Stochastic processes

In probability theory, a stochastic process (in time) is a collection of variables Xt, with one variable
for each value of time t. When t takes values 1, 2, 3, . . . the process is called a time series (Section
3.3). Thus, LFPs are analyzed as time series. For point processes (Section 3.6), in theory time is
continuous, but in practice spike trains are observed at discrete time values, with resolution such
as 1 millisecond, so that the spike train data form binary time series (spike or no spike in each
time bin). Similarly, in theory, Gaussian processes (Section 3.4.2) are continuous, but they are
applied to analyze time series of spike counts. A technical point is that a probability distribution
for a stochastic process must specify all possible multivariate joint distributions, which leads to
simplifying assumptions.

2.4 Latent variables

Especially important in population analysis is the idea that activity within a population may have
a commonality conceptualized as a “hidden driver,” often considered to represent a “hidden state.”
These are known as latent variables. The adjectives “latent” and “hidden” are used because latent
variables do not correspond to any measured quantities; rather, they are theoretical abstractions
introduced to construct a concise and intuitive model of covaration (Bollen, 2002; Kass et al., 2014,
Section 16.2; Murphy, 2022, pp. 337-420). Latent variables may appear in models as parameters,
or their effects may depend on parameters through some mathematical relationship.
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2.4.1 Theoretical firing rates as latent variables

In spike train analysis, spike counts can be converted into observed firing rates. Within a statistical
model for neuron spiking, corresponding to an observed firing rate there is a theoretical firing rate,
determined by one or more parameters; typically, this theoretical firing rate, and its dependence
on experimental variables characterizing a stimulus or behavior, would be the focus of attention.
When the fluctuation in a theoretical firing rate is considered to be stochastic, depending on some
set of random variables (representing the variation in stimuli or behaviors, etc.), it becomes a latent
variable. A simple example is the use of “high” and “low” firing rates in a single-neuron model
to capture bursting (Tokdar et al., 2009, which is Example 16.3 in Kass et al., 2014). Studies of
neural variability sometimes examine theoretical firing rates instead of spike counts because the
latter includes Poisson-like noise. The Poisson-like noise can be effectively reduced through the
use of a statistical model that separates the theoretical firing rate from the Poisson-like noise and
reports estimates of theoretical quantities, such as firing rate correlation instead of spike count
correlation (Goris et al., 2014; Vinci et al., 2016). This use of firing rates typically results in much
higher values of correlation between pairs of neurons, which in statistics is called “correction for
attenuation” (Behseta et al., 2009). We return to Poisson-like noise in Sections 3.6 and 4.3, but the
idea behind attenuation of correlation is illustrated in Figure 2 and Figure 1C illustrates the benefit
of removing Poisson-like noise for identifying cross-area interactions.

2.4.2 Latent drivers and hierarchical interactions

A prominent use of latent variable models is to provide a parsimonious representation of the re-
dundancy in neural signals mentioned in Section 2.1 by restricting the variation of interest to a
subspace of lower dimension than that of the observations themselves. Such dimensionality reduc-
tion is the purpose of factor analysis (see Figure 5), where every measured variable is assumed to
arise as a linear combination of some comparatively small number of latent variables (assumed in-
dependent and standard normally distributed), plus noise. In addition, PCA, and the closely-related
canonical correlation analysis (CCA, see Section 3.1), can be derived as estimation procedures for
latent variable models known as probabilistic PCA and CCA (pPCA, pCCA; Murphy, 2022, Sec-
tions 20.2.2 and 20.2.8.3) The resulting latent variables become conceptualized as latent drivers of
neural activity. As we review in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, cross-area analysis may be simplified by
assuming one or more drivers of activity in each area: although the number of distinct spike train
or LFP recordings may be large, the number of separate populations (typically from anatomically
distinct areas), is much smaller, which suggests identification of cross-population interactions per
se ought to be more manageable.

To describe situations in which interactions among neurons, or field potentials, might occur either
within a particular population or across two or more populations, it may be helpful to use the term
hierarchical interactions. Here we refer to statistical behavior rather than the widely-discussed
anatomical and physiological hierarchical structure of the cortex (Felleman & Van Essen, 1991;
Harris & Shepherd, 2015; Hilgetag & Goulas, 2020; Vezoli et al., 2021). In this conception,
cross-population interactions are summarized with low-dimensional latent variables (latent vec-
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tors), while within-population activity is determined partly by one or more relevant latent variables
and partly by other factors. Two approaches that have been used to capture hierarchical interactions
are Gaussian Process Factor Analysis (GPFA), which is discussed in Section 3.4.2, and analysis
using Bayesian hierarchical models (Gelman et al., 2013; Hu et al., 2020; Lee and Mumford, 2003;
additional references in Kass and Steffey, 1989 and Kass et al., 2014, Chapter 16). An example of
the latter is the model in Chen et al., 2022, which produced Figure 1. The general idea, however,
is not tied to a particular methodology.

Regardless of the modeling details, it is worth noting that when cross-population interactions are
the focus of interest, parameters representing within-population interactions may be treated dif-
ferently than parameters that identify cross-population interactions. In the statistical literature,
necessary but uninteresting parameters are often called “nuisance parameters” (Schervish, 2012,
Chapter 4; Van der Vaart, 2000, Chapter 25). In the case of a normal distribution, interest typically
focuses on the mean, with the standard deviation becoming a nuisance parameter. This piece of
terminology is helpful conceptually, and in practice statistical methods focused on parameters of
interest are, in some circumstances, comparatively insensitive to errors in identifying values of
nuisance parameters. In cross-population studies, parameters controlling variation within popula-
tions (as opposed to across populations) would typically be considered nuisance parameters. For
example, in their assessment of beta-frequency amplitude coupling between PFC and V4 during
a visual memory task, Bong et al. (2020, described briefly in Section 3.5) treated the correlation
structure among LFPs within each area as a high-dimensional nuisance parameter: even though
the estimate of a general correlation structure among nearly 100 LFPs can not be expected to be
highly accurate, probable inaccuracies were considered unlikely to undermine the evaluation of
cross-population coupling.

3 Analytic Frameworks

The methods we describe may be considered, interpretively, to be ways of arriving at pictorial rep-
resentations like those in Figure 3. One broad distinction is between directed and undirected graphs
(B,D versus A,C in Figure 3). The simplest case, in Figure 3A,B, distinguishes regression from
correlation, with X being used to predict Y in Figure 3B. In fact, in this context, X variables are
often called “predictors.” This choice of words suggests that X precedes Y, and regression across
time, carefully defined, can give directional arrows in the sense of prediction (though the “predic-
tor” terminology is used even in cases that do not involve time to indicate that the X variables
could be used predictively). Figure 4 provides a more detailed set of diagrams for regression.

In thinking about the many analytical approaches that can provide evidence for either correlative
or predictive statistical dependence, it is important to remember that there are many ways multiple
variables might interact, and as the number of variables grows it quickly becomes impossible to
learn solely from data an accurate probability model that describes all the potentially complicated
interactions. To make progress, some simplifying assumption is necessary. In the most common
statistical contexts it is assumed that all the variables are independent of each other: in this case, the
probability density function for all of them together becomes the product of the individual-variable
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Figure 4: Regression models. A,B Two pictorial representations of the linear regression model,
having the equation entered below the two diagrams. In panel A the noise variable is entered
explicitly, but diagrams like that in B are often used, with the noise entering implicitly. Both dia-
grams show the dependence of Y on the set of variables X1, X2, . . . , Xp. Note that panel B would
be considered the same as Figure 3B if X in that figure were the vector X = (X1, X2, . . . , Xp)
used here. C Panel C summarizes generalized regression by emphasizing that a function of the X
varibles is combined, somehow, with noise to produce Y . In the linear regression model noise is
added to the linear relationship that determines the regularity in Y , i.e., the “signal.” In panel C the
combination can be nonlinear and non-additive, but a probability distribution represents variation
that would be considered noise. The diagram in panel B may also be used for the generalized
regression case when the arrows indicate dependence but need not represent linear dependence.
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probability density functions. That, however, does not allow for dependence. An intermediate sim-
plification is to assume some form of conditional independence, as illustrated in Figure 3C. When
graphs are used to supply dependence structure (as in Figure 3C), they define probabilistic graph-
ical models. The resulting probability density function, for all the variables together, can then be
factored into simpler components based on conditional independence, which makes computation
and statistical inference much more manageable.

The methods we summarize make use of these considerations: they are based on statistical models
that define correlative or predictive relationships by imposing structure that often makes use of con-
ditional independence (either assuming it explicitly or implicity, or by learning it from data). Our
decomposition into six categories reflects in part the structure of the data, and in part the relation-
ships a method seeks to uncover. Autoregressive models, latent dynamic models, and frequency
analysis (our third, fourth, and fifth categories) are all relevant to time series, i.e., substantial num-
bers of repeated measurements made at different times, sequentially, such as every millisecond
(LFPs are time series). Point processes (the sixth category) are specific to spike trains, and are
especially valuable when precise timing of changes in firing rate could be important, so that counts
in wide time bins might miss interesting effects. The first collection of methods we describe fall
under the heading of linear multivariate analysis, which (usually without the modifier “linear” we
have inserted for emphasis) is a branch of statistics first developed before high-speed computers,
when it was essential to have mathematically tractable solutions to problems. In addition to re-
maining relevant, it serves to introduce some more general ideas. Graphical models (the second
category) could be considered part of multivariate analysis but, importantly, these models can be
applied to many kinds of data, including those beyond the scope originally envisioned for multi-
variate analysis.

Within each category we will list several main approaches and tools, but can describe them here
only very briefly. Some of the different methods may have different purposes as, we hope, will be
clear. It is very common, however, to find several different statistical methods that claim to solve
the same underlying problem because they impose different structural assumptions, as we will
indicate; the choice among the alternatives becomes a judgment of which structures seem most
relevant, or most intuitive, or most convenient in a given context. Our primary goal is to provide
an organizational and conceptual view of the data-analytic questions being answered by available
methodologies (see Rule 1 of Kass et al., 2016).

3.1 Linear multivariate analysis

When activity is recorded by multiple electrodes (e.g., yielding multiple spike counts) in two areas,
an initial question is whether an increase in activity in one area tends to correspond to an increase
in activity in the other. The simplest assessment of covariation across recordings, such as spike
counts, from only two electrodes, one in each area, is the ordinary (Pearson) correlation. This is
depicted in Figure 3A. To summarize the covariation across many recordings, a standard approach
represents the variables in one area by a vector X and those in the other by a vector Y and then finds
the linear combinations of components of these vectors that have the greatest correlation, known
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Figure 5: Latent factor models. A The latent variable Z affects each of the scalar components
of Y = (Y 1, Y 2, . . . , Y d). In a one-dimensional factor analysis model each component of Y
is a scalar multiple (often called a weight) of the scalar random variable Z (which is normally
distributed), and noise is added, independently, to each component. More generally, factor analysis
takes Z to be a random vector. B In pCCA (in the version used by Bong et al., 2023) a pair of
correlated factor variables Z1 and Z2 affect the respective vectors Y1 and Y2 as in factor analysis;
the estimated correlation of Z1 and Z2 is equal to the canonical correlation. C In GPFA a latent
time series of multivariate Gaussian processes Z1, Z2, . . . , Zt−1, Zt, . . . affects the vector time
series Y 1, Y 2, . . . , Y t−1, Y t, . . ., with each Zt mapping to Y t as in factor analysis, independently
and using the same weights across time. The triple dots are used to indicate the time series nature
of the variables. D Bong et al. extended pCCA (panel B) to time series. The diagram takes a pair
of diagrams as in C and allows the latent variables to be correlated, as in B, both within and across
time series at various time lags.
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as the canonical correlation; the vectors formed by the linear combination coefficients are the
canonical vectors. When the canonical correlation is sufficiently large (and statistically significant)
this can give a definition for the connecting line in Figure 3A when X and Y are vectors rather
than scalars. The procedure is elaborated by removing from each of X and Y the variation due
to their respective canonical vectors (by orthogonalization) and then treating the pair of residual
variation vectors as before yielding a second correlation, which becomes the second canonical
correlation, and a second canonical vector that is orthogonal to the first. The process may be
repeated some number of times to produce Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA). Semedo et
al. (2022) used CCA to analyze interactions between both V1 and V2 and V1 and V4, based
on spike counts, applying time delays between areas to draw conclusions about feedforward and
feedback interaction. When applied at multiple time points, the linear combinations in CCA,
determining the relative weights given to particular neurons, typically vary from time point to time
point, which seems undesirable. Rodu et al. (2018) developed a windowing method to stabilize the
solutions; they applied it to describe time-varying interactions, including time lags, between PFC
and hippocampus during a memory task based on multiple LFPs recorded from each area. Multiset
CCA (Kettenring, 1971) extends CCA to multiple groups (corresponding to multiple areas).

An alternative to CCA, known as reduced-rank regression (RRR), treats the two areas asymmetri-
cally, labelling the activity in the two areas by Y and X and regressing Y on a dimension-reduced
version of X . Ordinary least-squares regression finds the closest representation of Y within the
space defined by linear combinations of the variables making up X (closest in the Euclidean sense
of least squares). RRR takes the additional step of requiring the solution (defined by the X vari-
ables) to be of lower dimension. Semedo et al. (2019) used RRR to predict the activity of V2
neurons from a low-dimensional representation of activity among V1 neurons, which they called
a “communication subspace” (confer Semedo et al., 2020). Partial Least Squares (PLS; Murphy,
2022, Section 20.2.8.2) is similar to RRR, but in determining a low-dimensional version of X to
predict Y it takes into account the variability of X . Ames and Churchland (2019) suggested that
PLS is a suitable tool for analyzing the degree to which contralateral and ipsilateral brain activity
predict arm motions.

In applying these linear multivariate techniques, a concern, ubiquitous in statistics, is the inherent
arbitrariness in the choice of a criterion that produces a method. In the case of canonical correla-
tion, the maximization of correlation is clearly simple and intuitive, but should not be considered
compelling. On the other hand, for the communal enterprise of science, there are big advantages
to using well-established methods. Similarly, although linearity is, in principle, restrictive, the
noisiness of the data together with modest sample sizes often precludes identification of nonlinear
relationships; and even when some nonlinearity is detected, its effect on results may not change
conclusions.

A more modern development represents classical methods such as PCA and CCA as latent variable
models, as mentioned in Section 2.4, and then goes on to show that these alternative versions
can have practical advantages. Murphy (2022, Section 20.2) uses the model-based framework to
provide a unified treatment of many methods, including PCA, CCA, factor analysis, PLS, and a
variety of nonlinear extensions. As described in Section 3.5 (see Figure 5D), Bong et al. (2023)
used such a model-based framework to summarize interactions across multiple time series of LFPs
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from PFC and V4.

3.2 Graphical models

Graphical models represent relationships among variables using nodes connected by edges. When
such diagrams represent relationships according to probabilistic graphical models, the absence of
an edge between two nodes corresponds to conditional independence (of the variables for those two
nodes) given all the variables represented by all the other nodes. The simplest case was discussed
with reference to Figure 3C in Section 2.2; as explained there, for Gaussian graphical models the
absence of an edge corresponds to zero partial correlation.

When constructing a graphical model from data, it is important to remember that it is essentially
impossible to distinguish a zero partial correlation from one that is very close to zero; the situation
is analogous for other probabilistic graphical models. Thus, in employing a graphical model there
is an implicit assumption that distinctions between small and zero partial correlations are not sci-
entifically meaningful for a specified purpose, a point we repeat in Section 4.4. With this reality
in mind, the construction of a Gaussian graphical model may be considered a way of estimating
a variance matrix. When the matrix is large it is difficult to estimate accurately (because of the
cumulative effects from inaccurate estimation of large numbers of correlations), and setting many
partial correlations to zero (which amounts to determining a graphical model) effectively removes
many of the parameters and can stabilize estimation. Vinci et al. (2018) combined a technique for
high-dimensional problems, L1 regularization, discussed in Section 4.1.2, with correction for at-
tenuation, discussed in Section 2.4.1, to analyze spike counts from V4 and PFC during an attention
task. As discussed in Section 4.1.2, Vinci et al. modifeid the usual L1 regularization procedure-
for variance matrix estimation, known as graphical Lasso. Not only did this produce a striking
improvement in performance, shown in Figure 6A, but it also produced some interesting results
shown in Figure 6B: firing rates of neurons within V4 or PFC that were predicted well by the ac-
tivity within the same area (V4 or PFC) were also predicted well (though not quite as well) from
the activity within the other area; the effect was strongest for the “attend out” condition, in which
the subject focused attention away from the V4 receptive field.

In analyzing recordings across many populations, each node might signify an individual record-
ing, or a population summary of them, or a latent variable representing a population summary. For
example, in their analysis of phase coupling of beta oscillations recorded from PFC and the hip-
pocampal areas dentate gyrus (DG), subicullum (Sub), and CA3 during a memory retrieval task,
Klein et al. (2020) presented two different but closely related graphical models based on 24 phase
angles across the four areas, as shown in Figure 7. The method was based on a multivarate assess-
ment of phase locking, which is discussed in Section 3.5. In Figure 7 each node represents phase
activity in a particular area and the edges were based on a global significance test that could get
evidence of area-to-area phase locking. In Figure 7B each node represents the phase from a single
LFP, for a single electrode. Both kinds of graphs supported the conclusion that PFC had coordi-
nated oscillatory activity with the output areas Sub and CA3, while the apparent phase coupling
between PFC and DG was due to connections of each of these areas with Sub and CA3.
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Figure 6: Results for the graphical model of firing rates in PFC and V4. A The ROC curve for
the usual graphical Lasso (red) is far below the ROC curve for the method of Vinci et al. (2018,
black). The ROC curves, which summarize the operating characteristics of the two procedures for
correctly identifying non-zero partial correlations, are based on data simulated to be similar to real
data (but with a known ground truth). The curve for an essentially perfect procedure would jump
from the lower left corner, to the upper left corner, to the upper right corner; the curve for choosing
by chance alone would hug the diagonal (dotted line). Thus, the graphical Lasso is only a little
better than chance (coin-flipping) in identifying non-zero partial correlations while the method
of Vinci et al. is much better. B The method of Vinci et al. estimates a variance matrix, from
which regression R2 values are easily calculated. Each dot in the four plots is the R2 “between”
versus “within” for a particular neuron’s firing rate Y (blue if that neuron is in V4, red if it is in
PFC), where the regression is either on all the firing rates in the opposite area (between) or all the
other firing rates in the same area (within). Four experimental conditions are shown involving two
stimulus locations and either attending in or attending out according to whether the locations were
in or out of the receptive fields. The plots show a wide range of values, spanning nearly the whole
domain of R2 across neurons, but those neurons whose firing rates are more (or less) predictable
from the other firing rates within the same area are also more (or less) predictable from the firing
rates in the other area. The method denoises to correct for attenuation, as in Figures 1C and 2.
Modified from Vinci et al. (2018).

The methodology of Klein et al. (2020) was based on a class of probabilistic graphical models for
which there are direct analogues to Gaussian graphical models: exponential families with two-way
interactions (also known as maximum entropy models). The term “interaction” is used in the same
way as in analysis of variance (ANOVA, e.g., Kass et al., 2014, Section 13.2.2). For exponential
family models, the absence of a two-way interaction term in the model corresponds to conditional
independence; thus, Klein et al. (2020) were also able to define an analogue of partial correlation
for phase coupling. Because each phase angle lies on the unit circle and, mathematically, the prod-
uct of circles is a torus, the model developed by Klein et al. (2020) for the data was an exponential
family on a 24-dimensional torus; they called such models “torus graphs.”
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Figure 7: Graphical models for PFC-Hippocampus phase locking during a memory task. A
A graph based on global testing for cross-area phase locking. B The graph based on post-hoc
testing, after the global testing used for panel A, showing all significant edges. The main finding,
in both panels, is that there was no evidence for phase locking between PFC and the dentate gyrus
(DG), after conditioning on the activity in the two other areas, subiculum and CA3. A statistical
quirk is that in B there are no significant edges between the subiculum and CA3, while in A that
edge appears due to a cumulative effect corresponding to several edges not shown in B that were
marginally significant. Modified from Klein et al. (2020). More information and analyses can be
found there.

3.3 Autoregressive models and Granger causality

An important method for identifying interactions across areas from LFPs is Granger causality
(Barnett & Seth, 2014; Bressler & Seth, 2011). One of the first studies that applied Granger
causality to LFPs, Brovelli et al. (2004), demonstrated, first, that beta oscillations were coordinated
across multiple areas during a sensorimotor task (via analysis of coherence, Section 3.5) and,
second, that the activity in some areas predicted activity in other areas (Granger causality).

The idea is simple. A time series of values X1, X2, X3, . . . at times t = 1, 2, 3, . . ., is Granger
causal of a time series of values Y1, Y2, Y3, . . . if, for every time value t, the past of Xt (values prior
to time t) is predictive of Yt, after taking account of the inherent dependence of Yt on its own past.
To be a bit more specific, a time series taking values Yt at time t, is said to be autoregressive if
there is a regression (a nonzero regression) of Yt on Yt−1, for all values t. This concept applies
to stationary time series, meaning those having probability distributions that are time-invariant
(see Kass et al., 2014, Chapter 18). More generally, a time series is autoregressive with order
p if there is a regression of Yt on the values Yt−1, Yt−2, . . . , Yt−p, going back in the past p time
steps. Autoregression is the most straightforward way to model dependence across time. Vector
autoregressive (VAR) models extend this concept to multiple time series.

With this in mind, a time series of values Xt is Granger causal of a time series of values Yt if the
regression of Yt on the values Yt−1, Yt−2, . . . , Yt−p together with the values Xt−1, Xt−2, . . . , Xt−p

is stronger than the regression of Yt on Yt−1, Yt−2, . . . , Yt−p alone. This verbal summary is meant to
provide a succinct description of the concept for theoretical stationary time series; there are many
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Figure 8: Encoding and decoding. The observation model, the first line in Equation 2, is depicted
in the left-most diagram by the arrow leading from state to data. Both the observation model and
the state model (in the second line of the equation) depend on parameters, collectively written here
as a vector θ. Encoding uses the data to produce an estimate θ̂ of θ. Decoding uses the estimated
model parameter vector to produce an estimate, or prediction, of the state vector. In typical brain-
computer interface applications based on motor cortical activity, the state vector includes kinematic
variables such as velocity that control a robot arm or a cursor on a screen.

important details in implementation and practice, and cautionary concerns about the application
of Granger causality appear under time-varying dynamics, below. In addition, Granger causality
is something of a misnomer because, as we discuss in Section 4.4, it is rarely causal in the usual
scientific sense.

There are extensions of Granger causality based on directed information (Schreiber, 2000; Seth et
al., 2015; Wibral et al., 2014), as well as extensions that apply to spike trains (Casile et al., 2021;
Kim et al., 2011; Quinn et al., 2011). Furthermore, the autoregressive structure may be replaced
with more flexible nonlinear relationships, including those generated by neural networks (Biswas
& Ombao, 2022; Tank et al., 2022).

3.4 Latent dynamic models

In latent dynamic models a latent variable (typically a vector) takes values often known as states,
which evolve dynamically, across time. The latent state variable represents theoretical quantities of
interest, and its path across time is estimated from observations, often with the goal of prediction.
The framework for an observation and state at time t in terms of states and noise at times t and
t− 1 may be designated in the general form,

observationt
combines≡ statet

with
+ observation noiset

statet
combines≡ statet−1

with
+ state noiset

(2)

where “combines ... with” signifies that states are being combined with noise on the right-hand
side to produce the left-hand side. When “combines ... with” is made precise in mathematical
equations, the first line defines the way states determine observations (aside from noise) while the
second line defines how the states evolve across time (subject to noise) within what is usually called
a state space. The first line is often called the observation model while the second line beecomes
the state model. Important special cases are linear dynamical system models (LDS models, also
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known as linear state-space models), and latent Gaussian process models, as well as the many
generalizations of these two special cases; we give a few pointers to relevant literature in three
successive subsections, below (see also Keeley et al., 2020).

In theory, stochastic processes can be used to formulate continuous-time state-space models, but
practical implementations revert to discrete time. Although this may make the distinction between
discrete and continuous time seem unimportant, some formulations have origins, and thus intu-
itions and useful results, grounded in continuous time. Models that are inherently discrete, and
typically have additional structural simplifications, are usually called state-space models. When
“combines ... with” involves linear models (and, for many purposes, Gaussian noise), the modifier
“linear” may be included but, because this special case is so common, it is frequently taken as a
default with “linear” omitted.

In neuroscience, state estimation is often known as “decoding,” with “encoding” referring to the
process of estimating unknown parameters in the model, such as those appearing in the linear
transformations and the noise distributions. See Figure 8. The first application to a decoding prob-
lem was Brown et al. (1998), who showed how the latent dynamical modeling framework could
predict navigational paths based on multiple spike trains recorded from hippocampal place cells.
Brain-computer interface applications to hand movement adapted this general scheme (Brockwell
et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2006).

In applied mathematics the term “state space” is synonymous with “phase space,” where it refers
to the possible configurations of a dynamical system that evolves in continuous time, moving from
a state at time t to another state at time t′, according to differential equations, without the state
noise term in Eq. (2). Much of theoretical neuroscience involves dynamical systems in this sense
(e.g., Gerstner et al., 2014). Dynamical systems have played a prominent role in theories of motor
control (Jordan, 1996; Shadmehr & Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994), and in data-analytic procedures aimed at
understanding the neural control of movement (Vyas et al., 2020), with the concepts and techniques
being seen as applicable to many other neural circuits (Duncker & Sahani, 2021; Shenoy & Kao,
2021). The motivation for latent dynamic models often leans on rough physical intuition, at least
in the sense that relatively simple models can provide insight into dynamics. The term “dynamical
system,” however, is often used in statistics and signal processing (Haykin & Moulines, 2007)
to describe the noisy evolution of states in Eq. (2), and almost always refers to statistical state-
space models, discussed very briefly in the following sub-section; linear state-space models are
often called linear dynamical system (or LDS) models. One concept in applied mathematics of
dynamical systems that might profitably receive more attention in neuroscience is the Koopman
operator (Brunton et al., 2021; Lusch et al., 2018), which extends greatly a method known as
dynamic mode decomposition (Brunton et al., 2016).

3.4.1 State-space models

In state-space models, the probability that a latent variable will be in a specific state at a particular
time is typically restricted to depend on the most recently occurring state but not on earlier states
(which is known as a Markov assumption). When the form of combination in Eq. (2) involves
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a linear transformation of the state to the observations, with additive noise, in the first line (the
observation model), and an autoregressive model for the states in the second line (the state model),
and when the noise is Gaussian, the resulting procedure that produces state estimates is known as
the Kalman filter (e.g., Kass et al., 2014, Section 16.2). In their application to place cell decoding,
Brown et al. (1998) used a state-space model to accommodate Poisson spiking based on a general-
ized linear model (GLM, Kass et al., 2014, Chapter 14), rather than the linear Gaussian form. For
general discussions, see Chen (2015) and Eden et al. (2018). Semedo et al. (2014) used a state-
space model to identify the strength of cross-area interactions. By studying cross-area interactions
on the level of the latent states, their method provided a succinct description of the interactions
between V1 and V2 and described a time-structure distinction between within-area and cross-area
interactions.

3.4.2 Gaussian processes

A Gaussian process (GP) is a stochastic process (Section 2.3) in which all the multivariate joint
distributions are Gaussian. This requires specification of the covariance of variables Xt1 and Xt2

for every pair of time points t1 and t2. To make analysis tractable, GP technology has emphasized
particular forms of covariance, which restrict the appearance, especially the smoothness, of the
resulting trajectories. Yu et al. (2009) replaced the static latent factors in ordinary factor analysis
(depicted in Figure 5A) with Gaussian processes (Figure 5C) and showed how the resulting Gaus-
sian process factor analysis (GPFA) could capture important features of multiple spike train behav-
ior during movement, especially through visualization of latent trajectories across time. Although
many possibilities for covariance functions have been discussed in the statistics and machine learn-
ing literature (Murphy, 2023, Chapter 18), the most common of these contain a single parameter
that determines the smoothness of the trajectory. The implementation by Yu et al. (2009) allowed
each latent factor to have its own smoothing parameter, and thereby provided multiple timescales
for population representations. The latent variable structure of GPFA allows it to be considered a
firing-rate model, and it reduces Poisson-like noise (Section 2.4.1) similarly to, though differently
than, Poisson-based or point process models.

Gokcen et al. (2022) extended GPFA to multi-area cases by using a Gaussian process that had
both area-specific and interacting components, with the interacting component including a delay
variable to represent the time lag between areas. Applied to simultaneous recordings from V1 and
V2, their method found bidirectional, asymmetric, and selective interactions.

3.4.3 Generalizations

The linear-Gaussian (or LDS) model and accompanying methodology has been extended widely,
demonstrating the depth and breadth of the latent dynamical modeling framework (Murphy, 2023,
Chapter 29). One of the basic extensions is to allow the system to evolve differently, at different
times, according to one of several distinct linear dynamic regimes, leading to switching dynamical
models often known as switching LDS (SLDS) models. In describing these, let us call the states
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Figure 9: Variational AutoEncoder (VAE) model. This model combines the encoding and de-
coding of Figure 8 and uses artificial neural networks for each of the two parts. The labels “latent
embedding” and “generative model” are terms used in the literature, but refer to the same processes
and have the same general structure as encoding and decoding in state-space models. The “vari-
ational” modifier refers to variational inference, which uses a simplification to approximate the
Bayesian calculations used for encoding in standard state-space models, such as linear dynamical
systems.

in Eq. (2) instead latent drivers (they drive the population activity) and then let us refer to the
different dynamic regimes as being in alternative states. With this terminology, SLDS models are
called recurrent (rSLDS) if the latent drivers influence the probability of being in a particular state.
A series of papers have developed these for spiking data. Glaser et al. (2020) included population-
specific drivers and state probabilities while allowing the probabilities of staying within states to
be different from the probabilities of moving to new states. The authors documented ways the
dynamics within and between M1 and PMd changed as the task evolved from a delay period to a
movement period during a reaching task.

A further extension is to allow either the mapping from latent drivers to observations, or the evo-
lution of the latent drivers (or both) to involve neural network models. Gao et al. (2016) showed
how multiple spike trains could be analyzed using a feed-forward neural network model to map
from latent drivers to observations, where the states evolved linearly. In addition, Pandarinath et al.
(2018) used a recurrent neural network to replace the Gaussian processes in GPFA, and artificial
neural networks for encoding and decoding in an architecture known as a Variational AutoEncoder
(VAE, see Figure 9), which improved predictive performance for single populations of spiking mo-
tor cortical neurons. Karniol-Tambour et al. (2022) then extended the multipopulation approach to
rSLDS models (as discussed by Glaser et al., 2020) to incorporate a recurrent neural network that
represented the evolution of latent drivers (as opposed to the linear dynamics in rSLDS). Analyz-
ing calcium image data, they described feedforward drive from V1 to mV2 and PPC and feedback
from PPC to V1 and mV2. Such an approach would apply to spike trains with a relatively minor
modification to the observation distributions. From efforts such as Gao et al. (2016) and Karniol-
Tambour et al. (2022) it is apparent that neural networks are especially valuable when they can
be used in hybrid models that incorporate both components involving interpretable parameters and
components for mapping functions (represented by neural networks) that do not require interpre-
tation. The neural networks are then controlled by high-dimensional nuisance parameters in the
sense of Section 2.4.2.
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Figure 10: Coupling of phases across trials. Orange and blue lines denote two different theta-
band filtered LFP signals, for three trials. There is a consistent pattern of phase offset between the
two signals, with one signal offset from the other by about half a cycle, subject to some variation,
but the phases at any specific trial time point vary across trials. The filtered LFPs also display
amplitude variation, within and across trials.

3.5 Frequency analysis

Interest in neural oscillations has a long history (see, e.g., Buzsaki and Draguhn, 2004), and the
potential physiological relevance of oscillatory cross-area interactions has been discussed in many
places (Siegel et al., 2012; Whittington et al., 2018). Much of the literature concerns EEG and
MEG recordings which, while methodologically different, produce data structured and analyzed
similarly to LFP data. The analytical starting point is a decomposition of oscillatory signals into
idealized frequency components. In the oldest and still-dominant case of Fourier analysis, the sig-
nal is decomposed into sinusoidal curves at many frequencies, each of which has both an amplitude
and a phase (Cohen, 2014, Chapter 13; Kass et al., 2014, Chapter 18). Thus, a pair of signals from
two areas can exhibit correlated behavior (across trials) in various combinations of amplitudes and
phases at different frequencies, or in combinations of frequencies (see Figure 10).

Mathematically, an amplitude and phase may be considered together as defining a complex num-
ber, and when a pair of sinusoids have randomly varying amplitudes and phases, the magnitude
of their complex-valued correlation is known as coherence. Coherence fits naturally into a now-
classical theoretical framework for understanding coupling of oscillatory components in signals
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(Shumway & Stoffer, 2017, Section 4.6). However, while complex-valued correlation is, in some
respects, similar to the more familiar real-valued correlation (Pearson correlation), it is different.
In particular, coherence depends not only on phase coupling but also on amplitude variation, which
can sometimes make interpretation challenging. An alternative phase coupling assessment, known
as Phase Locking Value (PLV), ignores amplitude and, under certain commonly-found circum-
stances, may be considered an analogue of Pearson correlation that applies to angles. When the
amplitudes are nearly constant, coherence and PLV behave similarly, but the frequent presence
of amplitude fluctuation has led some analysts to prefer PLV. For a comparative summary, and
references, see Urban et al. (2023).

In the same sense that coherence is analogous to correlation, partial coherence (e.g., Dahlhaus,
2000) is analogous to partial correlation (which was illustrated in Figure 3C). The torus graphs
developed by Klein et al. (2020) provided a multivariate generalization of PLV and, thus, as we
mentioned in Section 3.2, the framework also provided measures analogous to partial correlation.
Klein et al. discussed an important special case of torus graphs, which had been suggested earlier
by Cadieu and Koepsell (2010), based on coupled oscillators. Lead-lag structures in the frequency
domain can be identified using partial directed coherence (Baccalá & Sameshima, 2001) and spec-
tral causality (Pinto-Orellana et al., 2021), the latter being a frequency-domain version of Granger
causality estimated through VAR models (Section 3.3).

Cross-frequency coupling of theta and gamma oscillations in LFPs recorded from the hippocampus
was described by Belluscio et al. (2012), and this is often considered a form of phase-amplitude
coupling (Tort et al., 2010). Additional statistical references can be found in Ombao and Pinto
(2022). General statistical considerations concerning cross-frequency coupling were discussed by
Savolainen (2021). Amplitude-amplitude coupling has also been observed (Canolty & Knight,
2010). Siegel et al. (2012) reviews the different categories of interactions between phase and
amplitude and their interpretation in the context of neural data. Urban et al. (2023) developed a
complex-valued latent variable model to examine the combined phase-and-amplitude coupling of
theta oscillations across 4 visual areas and two hippocampal areas in response to drifting gratings.
Based on latent complex-valued partial correlation (latent partial coherence), only the two hip-
pocampal areas CA1 and DG, as well as the contiguous areas AM and PM were coupled directly.

The time evolution of frequency coupling can be studied with several methods, including time
windowing (e.g., Kass et al., 2014, Section 18.3.7) or wavelets (e.g., Cohen, 2014, Chapters 12
and 13). Fiecas and Ombao (2016) used time-localized spectra (periodograms) to identify time-
varying interactions in LFPs recorded from hippocampus and the nucleus accumbens. Bong et al.
(2020), Bong et al. (2023), and Liu et al. (2022) developed methods for identifying time-varying
amplitude-amplitude interactions. Their primary model, depicted in Figure 5D, is a generalization
of pCCA to time series (in a precise sense they formulated and proved). It allowed arbitrary time
lags identified with partial correlation, within a fixed window (in their data analysis, lags up to
100 ms), which made it very flexible but it created a large number of parameters. They therefore
developed an approach to estimation and inference (confidence intervals and significance tests)
based on known strategies for high-dimensional problems, and they applied the methods to find
time-varying beta amplitude coupling between PFC and V4 during a visual memory task.
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When a neural spike train is driven by an oscillation, unless that oscillation is very powerful,
recovering it is challenging statistically (Arai & Kass, 2017). Frequency analysis of point processes
requires care. Investigators sometimes apply standard frequency analysis techniques to smoothed
spike trains, but this can lead to erroneous conclusions (Brémaud & Massoulié, 2002; Kass et al.,
2014, Section 19.3.7).

3.6 Point process models

A point process model describes spike trains by assuming at most one spike can occur at any point
in time, and the probability of spiking is governed by a firing rate function (in continuous time). In
practice, spikes are recorded in small time bins, and if the bins are small enough that at most one
spike can occur in each bin, the point process defines a bin-specific probability that a spike will
occur and the spike count (0 or 1) in each bin may be considered to follow a Poisson distribution.
Because of possible statistical dependencies across bins, the spike counts in larger time bins need
not be Poisson, which allows point processes to mimic the Poisson-like yet discernibly non-Poisson
behavior of observed spike trains that is universally observed in vivo (with cortical spike trains
exhibiting variation that is closest to Poisson; Shadlen and Newsome, 1998).

Formally, a point process statistical model for a spike train involves two things: (1) a simple, uni-
versal formula for the probability density of the spike train in terms of the theoretical firing rate and
(2) a specification of the way the theoretical firing rate depends on relevant variables. The variables
determining the theoretical firing rate could include measurements characterizing the stimulus, or
behavior, or the past spiking of the neuron itself or of other neurons, and it often becomes a la-
tent variable (as discussed in Section 2.4). Point process models are typically implemented using
standard generalized regression methods (Kass et al., 2014, Chapter 19), where possibly nonlinear
effects (e.g., due to a stimulus or the spiking of other neurons) are represented using basis func-
tions (such as splines). Because the framework is intuitive, mathematically rigorous, and able to
take advantage of modern statistical methods, point processes have long been considered the natu-
ral statistical approach to modeling spike trains (Brillinger, 1988; Brown et al., 2004; Kass et al.,
2005). Increased knowledge, including documentation of their close relationship to integrate-and-
fire models, has only made the theoretical case for their use more compelling (Kass et al., 2018,
Sec. 2.4; Weber and Pillow, 2017), and there is a substantial literature on point process methods
for spike train analysis, with historical markers including Kass and Ventura (2001), Truccolo et al.
(2005), and Pillow et al. (2008). Many additional references may be found in Keeley et al. (2020)
and Meyer et al. (2017). Point process models also form a statistical foundation for analysis of pre-
cise spike timing effects, as discussed in Kass et al. (2018, Section 3.4.2 and references therein),
though these have been applied mainly within populations.

Although point processes may have a strong statistical motivation, they are models for spike counts
in infinitesimally small time bins, usually approximated by time bins having 1 millisecond dura-
tion, and for some purposes it is entirely adequate to consider broader time windows. As a conse-
quence, many useful analyses have applied simpler methods. Similarly, while a version of GPFA
that works well for very small time bins has been articulated (Cunningham et al., 2007; Duncker
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& Sahani, 2018), the original formulation, which uses Gaussian distributions rather than assuming
the data to be binary, is less cumbersome. Point processes become a method of choice when it is
advantageous to model the evolution of firing rate functions with millisecond precision. An exam-
ple is the method of Chen et al. (2022) which, as illustrated in Figure 1, focused on the time of
maximal firing rate in response to a stimulus. That method is discussed further below.

In Section 2.2 we noted that functional connectivity between two or more populations can be
analyzed either by modeling directly the coupling of activity across the populations or by modeling
the predictability of each recording from the many recordings across the other populations; the
latter could be called a regression approach, as in Figure 4C. Both strategies have been applied to
point process analysis of spike trains. The regression approach has been used by Hart and Huk
(2020), Stevenson et al. (2008), and Zoltowski and Pillow (2018). For example, Hart and Huk
(2020) used point process regression models to compare the strengths of interactions within and
between LIP and FEF, and to show that the strengths of interactions changed from a fixation period
to a delay period in an oculomotor task. At the population level, the possibility of applying point
processes that include latent variables in the form of state models or Gaussian processes has been
discussed by Keeley et al. (2020), based on successful implementations of such models within a
single population (e.g., Linderman et al., 2016).

Chen et al. (2022) attacked population coupling by selecting neurons within each population that
had similar theoretical firing rate variation across time, pooling together the selected spike trains
within each population (i.e., merging all the spike times) to define a population spike train, and then
modeling the covariation of particular features of the population firing rate functions, including the
times of peak firing rate as shown in Figure 1A. The major components of the model appear in
Figure 1D. Importantly, the neurons representing each population (“population membership”) were
selected separately for each experimental condition (by incorporating model-based clustering into
their Bayesian procedure). The approach then produced condition-specific PSTHs: the population
firing rate function combined a condition-specific time-varying template (for the overall shape)
with trial-varying features, which were the two peak firing rate times and a gain constant. The
population firing rate function for a given trial (in a given brain area) then produced a population
spike train by pooling together the spikes produced by all the neurons in that condition-specific
population. Chen et al. focused on the time of maximal firing rate because, by definition, relatively
large numbers of spikes occur near the time of maximal firing rate so that the statistical information
content was high. Not only was this method strikingly sensitive (Figure 1C), but it could also
recapitulate the spike count correlation histograms based on pairwise neural interactions, where
all the neurons within a population are assumed to be statistically independent after conditioning
on the two peak times and the gain constant, as shown in Figure 1E. That is, for these data, those
three features of covariation appear to account for observed spike count correlation. Chen et al.
examined covariation among the three visual areas V1, LM, and AL to find results like those in
Figure 3C.

In a similar vein, as yet unpublished results by Urban, Jia, and Kass show that time-lagged neuron-
to-neuron coupling across visual areas based on cross-correlograms (Jia et al., 2022) can be ex-
plained almost entirely by such population activity. In addition, other unpublished work by Xin,
Siegel, and Kass demonstrates ways in which population firing rate models can be much more
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accurate than individual neuron models for identifying cross-population interactions, and they use
population firing rate models to document strong diminution of interactions across visual areas dur-
ing locomotion. Further upublished work by Olarinre, Siegle, and Kass used a simpler approach
than that of Chen et al. (2022), corroborating results while verifying the importance of modeling
(and thereby greatly reducing) the Poisson-like noise (discussed in Section 2.4.1) and fitting popu-
lation firing rate functions separately for each experimental condition based on condition-specific
neural populations. They used the simpler approach to analyze mouse-to-mouse variation of peak
times and correlation of peak times across seven brain areas.

4 Important Issues

4.1 Defining neural populations

4.1.1 Neural population diversity

In spike train analysis, the sampled neurons are inhomogeneous, with both excitatory and in-
hibitory cells varying in properties, genetic makeup, location (including depth in cortex), and
function (Harris and Shepherd, 2015). Typically, only task-relevant neurons, having firing rates
that increase substantially in response to a stimulus or behavior, are used in analyses, but among
these considerable diversity remains (Tripathy et al., 2013). In population-level analysis, the con-
stitution of a relevant neural population is often left vague, the apparent assumption being that the
haphazardly sampled neurons do a reasonably good job of capturing important effects. In some
cases, however, populations could involve only a small percentage of neurons within some desig-
nated area; they could be condition-specific or behavior-specific or state-dependent, and they could
involve particular classes of neurons. For example, Chen et al. (2022) identified relatively small
condition-specific groups of neurons that participated in cross-population coupling (in the sense
those authors were examining). The strong correlations observed by Chen et al. (2022), illustrated
in Figure 1C, suggest this kind of selectivity can be an effective analytic strategy and could inform
conceptions of population interaction.

Local field potentials also arise from many diverse sources, which may have very different activa-
tion patterns. One approach to disentangling the signals is through current source density local-
ization (Buzsáki et al., 2012; Mitzdorf, 1985), methods for which continue to be developed, some-
times with an eye toward cross-population coupling. Klein et al. (2021) used Gaussian process
current source densities to map alpha-band phase coupling between lateral and medial subareas of
primary auditory cortex following tone presentations.
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4.1.2 High dimensionality

While large numbers of electrodes create great opportunities to attack complexities in cross-population
coupling, they also create computational challenges, which a small body of work has addressed
(e.g., Cunningham et al., 2008; see also Keeley et al., 2020). More fundamentally, it is hard to
fit accurately the large numbers of parameters involved in high-dimensional statistical models. In
practice, quantities of data that seem very large in raw size (number of bytes) may actually be small
when it comes to answering, reliably, a question being posed because a new recording capability
has become available. This is the problem of granularity: as new scientific queries are generated
by refining old ones, the number of possible results, which are typically defined by combinations
of variables (e.g., identifying which neurons across all areas are interacting), grows rapidly, mak-
ing it difficult or impossible to gain knowledge without somehow limiting the possibilities under
consideration. Thus, every valuable statistical approach must, explicitly or implicitly, introduce
some assumption that makes the problem tractable.

One common approach to limiting the possible results in high-dimensional problems invokes the
statistical assumption known as sparsity, according to which there are comparatively few large
effects (such as those quantifying interactions), and the small effects are not important. In settings
such as linear regression and generalized regression, this leads to a computationally efficient and
well-studied method known as L1 regularization, often called Lasso, which reduces the size of
parameter estimates (it “shrinks” them) and sets the smallest estimates to zero. L1 regularization
has been used to analyze multiple simultaneously-recorded spike trains where a given neuron’s
spiking behavior could be functionally related to the spiking behavior of large numbers of other
neurons (e.g., Kelly et al., 2010).

In neural applications it often happens that there are not a small number of large effects (e.g.,
neurons functionally connected to each other) but rather a large number of small effects. This calls
into question the assumption of sparsity. In addition, statistical inference with L1 regularization can
be challenging. Two ideas have been used to improve the situation. First, it is known that Lasso is
generally better at prediction (predicting firing rate of one neuron based on firing patterns of many
others) than model selection (finding correctly the set of neurons that have strong interactions
with a given response neuron): intuitively, a good set of “wrong” variables can predict nearly as
well as the right ones; see Bühlmann (2010). Bong et al. (2023) applied general results that take
advantage of this fact (Janková & van de Geer, 2018; Ren et al., 2015) to identify time-varying
beta-oscillation amplitude coupling of PFC and V4 during a memory task from LFPs recorded
from Utah arrays.

Often, special-purpose methods can improve on generic Lasso-based approaches by incorporating
scientifically reasonable assumptions. This was the strategy of Vinci et al. (2018), discussed in
Section 3.2, where the usual L1 regularization for variance matrix estimation known as the graph-
ical Lasso was modified by allowing the shrinkage of partial correlation for each pair of firing
rates to depend on the distance between the two neurons and their tuning curve correlation. This
produced the striking improvement in performance shown in Figure 6A.
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4.2 Time-varying dynamics

Traditionally, interactions across brain areas have been depicted as static network snapshots. In
reality, brain networks are dynamic and constantly changing. In many situations, the changes
across time are of central interest. Tracking such changes is the primary motivation not only for
the PSTH, but also for comparatively recent methods such as GPFA.

A particular challenge, affecting both spike trains and LFPs, is large fluctuations driven by stimulus
or behavior, often called evoked or transient (or phasic) responses, which are clearly visible in
typical PSTHs and trial-averaged LFPs. Such pulsatile fluctuations are difficult to reconcile with
the statistical assumption of stationarity (time invariance), which is fundamental to common time
series procedures. Repeated trials can provide the information needed to disentangle transient
fluctuations from the kind of steady-state variation standard time series methods are built to handle.
In GPFA, multiple processes with different effective timescales can often accommodate transient
fluctuations while also capturing background variation. However, application of Granger causality
requires care, and must be modified or abandoned in the presence of transient activity (Barnett &
Seth, 2014; Ding & Wang, 2019; Seth et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2008). The same is true of directed
information.

At the opposite end of the spectrum, variation that is slow relative to the length of the trial creates
what is known as long-range dependence, which also causes problems. In time series models, the
dependence between observations at different points in time, often measured by their correlation,
which in this context is called autocorrelation, tends to get smaller as the time between the two
observations increases. When the autocorrelation function decays exponentially fast, the depen-
dence is called short range, and when it instead decays slowly the time series exhibits long range
dependence. Even though long-range dependence can satisfy stationarity, when long-range de-
pendence is present typical time series procedures will behave poorly, producing effects that are
similar to non-stationarity (Beran, 1992). If, for example, there are trial-dependent waves of activ-
ity that elevate the average activity on some trials compared with others, observations near the end
of a trial will tend to be correlated with observations near the beginning of a trial, thus exhibiting
long-range dependence. When autoregressive models are fit to data, the best-fitting model may be
the one having the greatest number of autoregressive terms, meaning that it allows dependence on
values at maximal distance in the past; this would be an indication of likely long-range dependence
or non-stationary behavior.

A conceptual complication, which often produces some confusion, involves the characterization
of signals exhibiting long-range dependence as “1/f noise,” by which is meant that the spectral
density (the power spectrum), written as a function of frequency f , decreases either exactly or
approximately as 1/f , though the terminology often refers to decreases that have a more general
power law form 1/fα, with α not necessarily close to 1. The exact or approximate form 1/f
contrasts with spectra that decrease at least as rapidly as 1/f 2, which are seen in standard statistical
models exhibiting short-range dependence, such as autoregressive models.

The confusion comes from a few sources: failure to clearly distinguish the exact 1/f , approximate
1/f , or more general power law cases (including 1/f 2); the statistical difficulty of determining the
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Figure 11: LFP spectra. Spectrum of an LFP (blue) from primate primary auditory cortex (A1)
and spectrum of the fitted LFP using Klein et al. (2021)’s method (red), called GPCSD. The three-
component model fits the data the LFP very well.

precise form of the spectral density for long-range dependent time series; and the conglomeration
of other aspects of a signal that may accompany or explain long-range dependence, including scale
invariance, chaotic evolution, and self-organized criticality. Cogent summaries may be found in
Wagenmakers et al. (2004) and Ward and Greenwood (2007). There are many ways to generate
time series having spectra that decrease as 1/fα, including the special case α = 1. In particular,
beginning with a Poisson process that produces decaying voltage pulses, as in the usual conception
of synaptic input, various realistic considerations (the precise form of decay; a combination of
multiple independent processes; time-varying intensities) can lead to exact or approximate 1/fα

spectra, with the value of α depending on the precise specification (Lowen & Teich, 1990; Ward &
Greenwood, 2007). However, in practice, a very small number of short-range dependent processes,
such as 3 processes, can produce spectra that are statistically (and visually) indistinguishable from
1/f (Wagenmakers et al., 2004). For example, as shown in Figure 11, Klein et al. (2021) obtained
very good fits to multielectrode LFP recordings when they assumed the current source density
(which produced the LFPs) had a 3-component form they labelled “transient + slow + fast,” where
the transient component was a deterministic function (representing the evoked response) and the
two other components were well-behaved Gaussian processes with two different time scales for
“slow” and “fast” (which were learned from the data) and the fast component could accommodate
alpha-band oscillations. They then used the current source densities to analyze cross-population
coupling.

The two standard remedies for long-range dependence, which are equivalent conceptually but may
differ in detail, are either to model it, as in Klein et al. (2021), or to fit the slow trends and then ana-
lyze residuals after trend removal (e.g., Kass et al., 2014, pages 528-529). When it is safe to assume
stationarity, with short-range dependence, LFPs can be decomposed into frequency components.
Instead of stationarity across the entire trial, local stationarity is often assumed, effectively mean-
ing that stationarity holds within smaller windows of time; references were given in Section 3.5.
Ombao et al. (2005) defined an efficient procedure for breaking trials into a relatively small number
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of blocks within which stationarity could be assumed and Hefny et al. (2016) extended that model
and applied it to multiple LFPs.

4.3 Trial-to-trial variability and Poisson-like noise

Substantial trial-to-trial variation is visible in both spike trains (where it is typically seen in raster
plots of in vivo cortical data) and LFPs (where very large numbers of trials are usually averaged
to see effects). Trial-to-trial variation is often called “noise,” especially in the context of spike
count correlation (Averbeck et al., 2006; Cohen & Kohn, 2011; Smith & Kohn, 2008). A source
of variability is labeled “noise” to suggest it is either not understood or thought to be irrelevant
for some limited purpose, and the label may not be appropriate in a different context (we might
say, “Today’s noise is tomorrow’s signal”). In particular, calling it noise is not intended to imply
that trial-to-trial variation is uninteresting: when neural activity co-varies across trials in two areas,
something has produced it. Co-variation indicates shared participation in circuits, at least in the
sense that activity in one area affects activity in the other; or the two areas are driven to some
identifiable extent by inputs not too far upstream that they have in common; or both.

There are at least four categories of sources for the variation in neural activity across trials. First,
there may be subtle discrepancies in repetitions of the experimental paradigm or the manner in
which the subject participates. During presentation of a visual stimulus, for example, even small
deviations in foveal fixation might change responses of retinal ganglion cells, and thus the whole
visual system. Second, endogenous states affecting neural activity, such as those associated with
arousal or attention, may vary across trials. These first two sources may account for the large
trial-to-trial variation in the mapping between experimental time and neural response seen in Fig-
ure 1 (see the legend for panel C). The third source is stochastic behavior in the flow of ions and
neurotransmitters into and out of each neuron, and the fourth, at least in cortex, is the apparent
widespread, low-level network activity, which has been hypothesized to benefit transmission of
information (Shadlen & Newsome, 1998; Stein et al., 2005) and may arise from chaotic behavior
of neurons that behave like sparsely-connected leaky integrators (Van Vreeswijk & Sompolinsky,
1996). The latter two sources, and perhaps other sources, produce what we called “Poisson-like”
variation in Section 3.6, meaning that spiking patterns are similar to those produced by a Poisson
process; although close examination typically reveals them to be noticeably different, neural spik-
ing patterns are often not far different from patterns produced by Poisson processes (Chapter 19,
Kass et al., 2014). Furthermore, point process models that can accommodate deviations from Pois-
son variation are similar mathematically to Poisson process models, which constitute an especially
tractable special case. Thus, Poisson-like noise will tend to produce trial-to-trial variation that is
consistent with that described by point process models.

4.4 Causality

Granger causality is a very natural and useful statistical tool, but it does not assess causality in
the usual scientific sense; it is instead predictive. Experimental investigators know that correlation
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does not imply causality: in general, an observed correlation between variables X and Y could be
due to a confounding variable W , in which case if W were held fixed, changing the value of X
would not change the value of Y . Statistical evidence that X causes Y can be gained only when
confounding is highly improbable, such as when the values of X are assigned with a randomized
procedure. Thus, in the absence of reasons to think confounding is highly improbable, Granger
causality is predictive, but does not provide evidence of causality.

A different dichotomy that helps to clarify discussions of interacting neural populations contrasts
causes of effects with effects of causes (Holland, 1988). The former aims to label the goal of
reasoning from observations back to causal influences, while the latter refers to situations in which
outcomes (effects) of differing experimental conditions (causal manipulations) are observed. Not
only is the latter at the heart of experimental science, it is also the presumptive situation in which
causal statistical reasoning can be valid. The field of statistics has developed a workable definition
of causal effects, and a body of methods for establishing them. An elementary overview is given by
Rosenbaum (2017); additional details may be found in work cited there and in Hernán and Robins
(2023).

What should it mean to say that neural activity in one population, represented by a variable X ,
is a cause of activity in another population, represented by a variable Y ? Causal statements use
imagined situations: a comparison is made between values of Y (or probability distributions of
Y ) when values of X change (e.g., a population-average firing rate goes from 2 Hz to 25 Hz),
while all of the inputs to the neurons whose activity is represented by Y (those inputs that are not
themselves driven by X) remain the same. Because it is not possible to observe neural activity Y
under exactly the same brain activity configurations for two different values of neural activity X , a
comparison of them involves potential outcomes, which are also called counterfactual. Statistical
causal analysis thus defines causal effects in terms of potential outcomes (Hernán & Robins, 2023;
Rosenbaum, 2017). Under special circumstances characterizing the design of a study (including
but not limited to randomized controlled trials) it is possible to obtain causal statements. In the
absence of causal manipulation, statistical analysis can not discover causes of effects while also
demonstrating conclusively that they are causal (Robins & Wasserman, 1999).

One of the difficulties, mentioned in Section 3.2, arises even under relatively strong qualifying
assumptions. Suppose, for example, that X1, X2, and X3 represent measurements from interacting
areas, under certain experimental conditions, and it is found that the partial correlation of X1 and
X2 given X3 is not statistically significantly different than zero, which could lead to the sugges-
tion of Figure 3C. Even if it is assumed that (a) the measurements adequately represent relevant
population activity and (b) no other brain areas affect this relationship, it is extremely difficult to
distinguish a small partial correlation from a zero partial correlation, and the usual interpretation
of Figure 3C corresponds to zero partial correlation. For this reason, interpretation of graphical
models requires care: when authors use a graphical model to draw conclusions, they should keep
in mind their merger of small and zero partial correlations. Helpful discussions of useful methods
for determining graphical models, e.g., Glymour et al. (2019), sometimes appear to ignore this
point or minimize its importance.

Causal manipulation can be provided by optogenetic stimulation, which has been a spectacular
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advance, yet requires care to avoid misleading results (Deisseroth, 2015; Segala & Looger, 2021).
One common concern is an imperfect match between the targeted population activity and the activ-
ity of cells actually affected. In causal inference, well-defined manipulations that only approximate
an ideal manipulation are known as instrumental variables (Hernán & Robins, 2023; Rosenbaum,
2017). In some cases, estimated effects can be adjusted to estimate the effects that would have oc-
curred under the ideal manipulation (here, the ideal stimulation of the targeted population). The use
of optogenetic manipulations as instrumental variables has been discussed by Jiang et al. (2023)
and Lepperød et al. (2018). Causal inference for neuroscience has been discussed in general terms
by Biswas and Shlizerman (2022) and by Marinescu et al. (2018).

Causal effects are often depicted using directed graphs. An important caveat, however, is that in
representing causal effects based on causal analysis, the directed graphs are restricted to being di-
rected acyclic graphs (DAGs), which means they do not contain paths leading from a node through
other nodes and back to the starting node. This restriction of causal graphs to DAGs rules out
recurrent relationships.

5 Discussion

Our guide for data analysts wishing to identify interactions among neural populations has stressed
analytical frameworks and statistical issues because progress requires both deployment of effective
data analysis tools and appreciation of their inferential roles. There is a tension here, however,
between powerful methods on the one hand, and a series of statistical cautions, on the other. The
cautiousness emanating from the field of statistics, and the resulting reluctance to draw strong
conclusions, can sometimes seem detrimental, especially when contrasted with the more ambitious
culture of computer science that dominates machine learning (Kass, 2021), but the concerns should
be taken seriously.

The prevailing agnosticism of statistics toward theoretical implications of data-driven results is
most apparent in statistical causal analysis where, as described in Section 4.4, causal statements are
said to concern “effects of causes” as opposed to “causes of effects.” However, the key discussion
point in scientific reports, involving potential confounders, is familiar to experimental investiga-
tors. Furthermore, the flip side of the effects-of-causes versus causes-of-effects dichotomy is that
effects of causal manipulations resulting from the “gold standard” of randomized controlled trials,
while crucial, are rarely fully satisfactory for scientific pursuit. This is clearest in clinical studies.
For example, randomized controlled trials demonstrated the effectiveness of lithium in treating
bipolar disorder long before the emergence of substantial knowledge about potential mechanisms
and, while evidence of effectiveness has strengthened (Severus et al., 2014), even now mechanisms
are not well understood (Alda, 2015). It is thus useful to distinguish causal evidence (delivered
through causal analysis, as in randomized trials) from causal explanation. Furthermore, because
causal analysis rules out recurrence, causal explanation for recurrent circuits will have to go be-
yond standard frameworks for identifying causal evidence. Theoretical models, which have proven
value in providing plausible mechanistic explanations that can inform understanding and guide fu-
ture experimentation (Abbott et al., 2014), will surely continue to play a role, and we may get
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closer to satisfying accounts of circuit behavior as suggested causes of effects are layered onto
demonstrated effects of causes.

More generally, scientific articles often devote considerable space to post hoc explanatory hypothe-
ses, stories that aim to synthesize and interpret results in terms of presumptive causal mechanisms.
Such narratives are essential, even treasured components of the process. Still, it is important to rec-
ognize them as speculating about causes of effects, which is different than summarizing demon-
strated effects of causes. This is a major motivation for our emphasis on statistical issues. As
emerging technologies create more refined and detailed data, new statistical methods will likely
continue to rely on the principles outlined here to meet the resulting challenges.
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